
A MOTOR RACING CLASSIC REBORN

Start of the second lap at Le Mans 1953, 
Sydney Allard in his Allard JR at the Esses 
leading Ascari and Moss

. . . . They saw them before we could, then the cry went up, “Allard Allard” 
as the pack approached in rising crescendo of sound, out in front, trailing a 
great cloud of swirling dust was Sydney in number 4, leading Alberto Ascari 
in a 4.0 litre Ferrari and Stirling Moss in his ‘C’ type Jaguar . . . .*

* In the pits. first lap Le Mans 1953 (extract from Tom Lush book)
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Only very few men have designed, 
built and then put into production, 
cars bearing their own name.
Even fewer, if any, have then gone 
on to build their own racing cars 
and compete in them, with such 
great achievements in such a wide 
range of motor sport competitions. 
From leading trials driver, to hill 
climb champion, Monte Carlo 
winner and Le Mans 24 Hours third 
overall, to building and driving the 
first dragster outside the USA. 
Sydney Allard was that rare and 
outstanding personality.

The new Allard team are 
working to revive that 
fantastic Allard legacy 
left by Sydney

Revival of the Marque
After years of discussion Alan & Lloyd Allard formed a new company, Allard 
Sports Cars, to revive the Allard car marque and to start the manufacture of 
authentic continuation Allard cars again.

It is over 60 years since the last Allard car, a Palm Beach Mk.2, was produced in 
Allard Motor Company works at Clapham Common, Southside, London in 1958.

The first Allard cars are being hand built by Lloyd & Alan Allard and their team.

Our Allard cars continue the link with the past as they are true authentic Allard 
cars built by the Allard family. They cars are being built exactly to the original 
specification of Allards built in the 1950-1960 period, or to similar but updated 
specifications which were discussed and planned by the Company, but never 
actually produced by the time manufacture ceased in 1958.

It was not until the 1980’s that there was a revival of interest in Allard cars and 
began to push up values. This trend was assisted by active Allard Owners Clubs 
and club members in the UK and U.S.A.

Road test reports and magazine articles continued this interest through the 80’s 
and 90’s.

In the last fifteen to twenty years, the collectability of original Allards, as cars 
worthy of restoration, has gathered pace. As a consequence, very few have been 
lost or scrapped in this period and those with a racing history are especially 
prized.

Interest in and consequent rise in the value of classic cars has been rapidly 
expanding in recent years and now has been given added impetus by the trends 
in world financial markets.



Back on road and track after 61 years
Allard Sports Cars have chosen to build the Allard JR as the first step towards 
the revival and potential build of other old and new Allard models.

The return of the Cadillac Allard JR points the way to a new era for Allard Sports 
Cars.

The last JR was built by the Allard Motor Company in London back in 1955. 
Chassis number 3407.

The JR followed a line of highly distinctive Allard road, rally and race cars, from 
the pre-war specials to the Palm Beach Mk.2 in 1958.

The JR is a rare car, only seven JR chassis (nos. 3401-3407) being 
manufactured between 1953 and 1955.

We are preparing for limited production of the JR model. The first car, with Allard 
Motor Company follows on chassis number 3408, this has been built. It is the 
first new and authentic continuation Allard to be built since 1958.

The Allard cars are being built to the FIA approved race specifications for the 
1953 JR cars, built by Allards for the 1953 Le Mans 24 hour race.

All the cars will be built to the period correct specifications necessary to obtain 
FIA/HTP documentation, allowing them to compete in prestigious national and 
international historic races worldwide.

In addition, the cars can be built to comply with the current IVA road regulations, 
allowing them to be registered for regular road use, just as the original cars.

Le Mans start 1953.
Sydney Allard in number 4.
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Zora Arkus Duntov. Racing the 
Allard team JR at Le Mans 1953. 
In the following years, Duntov 
became famous as the father of 
the Chevrolet Corvette.

The Cadillac-Allard JR from the classic era of motor racing



A unique opportunity
You now have the unique opportunity to purchase and own a new Cadillac Allard JR. The 
first in a line of reborn Allard cars since 1958, with continuation factory chassis number 
3408. Marking the start of a new era for the Allard car marque.

Enjoy a thrilling driving experience with the thunderous roar and shove in the back 
performance on road or track. Knowing that you own a rare car, with a great motor-
sporting heritage behind it and with this background, having the potential to be a sound 
long term investment too.

All new JR Cadillac Allards built at the factory, will be suitable for racing in all categories 
and on all tracks where there are historic motor sport events, from sprints, hill climbing 
to historic racing at classic events throughout UK, U.S.A and Europe.

The torque and tractability of the Cadillac engine mean that you could drive it to the 
event you choose. Sydney Allard drove his 1953 JR race car from the UK and across the 
channel to compete in the Le Mans 24 Hour Race.

Allard JR - a Le Mans classic
The Cadillac 331 cubic inch (5428cc) 
overhead valve V8 engine is completely 
rebuilt to tried and tested race 
specifications, to produce a reliable  
285 bhp 4500 rpm, with huge torque 
over the 2000-4500 rpm range. If 
specified, engines can be built to 
produce over 330 bhp.

Carburation is by twin four choke Carter 
carburettors, mounted on a Detroit 
racing style inlet manifold. Specially 
designed high flow fabricated exhaust 
manifolds complement the reworked 
cylinder heads, in line with the  
1953 specification.

 Rupert de Larrinaga 
Shelsley Walsh 1955



The Allard motorsport legend continues

Contact Alan or Lloyd Allard on 
01453 799990 for more information

www.allardsportscars.co.uk



Aluminium body – by Historic Metalworks

Rod Jolley’s in 1985

Examining the original buck

Building the continuation 
Le Mans Allard JR
When in 1985 the original designer of the JR, Dudley Hume, was 
commissioned to rebuild JR chassis No.3402 from the wreck it was at that 
time, he was able to use his original drawings to rebuild the chassis and to 
make wooden bucks for the replacement body shell.

Dudley handed the buck to Rod Jolley Coachwork in Lymington, Hampshire, 
to make a new aluminium body for the car.

We have been given the use of this buck, by current owner and Allard 
supporter, Dean Butler and have gone back to Rod Jolley’s understudy at  
that time Shaun Witt owner of the present company Historic Metalworks. 

So the all aluminium body is being hand formed by skilled craftsman with 
Allard links to the past on the bucks made by Dudley Hume. All internal 
panels such as bulkheads, floor panels and dash are made by the Allard 
craftsmen at the factory.



De Dion rear suspension
Drawing showing De Dion rear suspension with 
twin ‘A’ frames, quick change axle layout and 
inboard Alfin style drum brakes.

The entire chassis frame is 
assembled and welded by Lloyd 
Allard ( a BS coded welder) on new 
jigs and fixtures, also designed and 
manufactured in house by Lloyd.

3d model of chassis

Building the JR
The chassis is of twin 1 3/4” (44.5 mm) tube design using the highest 
quality CDS tube. All the chassis manufacture and welding is carried out 
in the modern Allard factory unit by Lloyd Allard and his team.

The original 1952/53 Allard drawings drawn by Dudley Hume, the Allard 
Motor Company designer and draughtsman for the JR, are being used to 
facilitate the build.



1953 Allard JR – Reborn in 2016
Build Specifications

BODY
Individually hand formed – all aluminium construction by skilled 
craftsmen, with the option of one or two doors.
Open two seater with tonneau cover and full width windscreen, or 
optional aero race screen.
Conforming to international sports car racing regulations. 
The front body section lifts at the rear, pivoting forward to show 
the Cadillac V8 engine.
Paint colour and detailed interior finish can be tailored to 
individual customer requirements.

ENGINE
Cadillac 331 ci (5428cc) overhead valve V8. Re-engineered to 
race specifications, producing 285 bhp at 4500 rpm. Compression 
ratio 9.5:1.
Carburation by two, four choke Carter carburettors.
Free flow fabricated exhaust manifolds and twin exhaust system.

TRANSMISSION
We are offering three or four speed gearbox options, which can 
be used together with a choice of final drive ratios. From a high 
3.29:1 to a low 4.10:1 and a range of quick change transfer gears 
mounted in a housing at the rear of the differential, providing an 
optimum gear ratio for most sprint, hill climb and short or long 
circuits.

CHASSIS FRAME
Steel twin tubular side members joined by flitch plates, with 
tubular and box section crossmembers and framework ‘hoops’ to 
support bulkhead, panels and bodywork.

SUSPENSION
Divided front axle independently sprung with coil springs and 
parallel axis, forward facing radius arms. De Dion type rear axle 
arrangement with inboard drum brakes. Suspension system 
incorporating coil springs, twin parallel radius arms and twin 
triangulated ‘A’ brackets and telescopic shock absorbers all round.

BRAKES
Lockheed hydraulic drum brakes, two leading shoe at front. 
12 in. x 2 ¼ inch Alfin drums front and rear.
Handbrake on rear wheels.

STEERING
High ratio Marles cam and gear steering box.
Brooklands style sprung steering wheel.

FUEL TANK
One 25 gallon with optional additional longer range tank.

WHEELS & TYRES
Tyres 600 x 16 or 650 x 16 with 16 x 5 inch centre locking 
wire wheels.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
Wheelbase 8ft.  Track 4ft. 3in. Front and rear.
Overall length 12ft 6 in. Width 4ft. 11in.
Height to scuttle 2ft. 10 1/2in.
Weight without fuel 2200 lbs.

Performance
0-60 mph     5.2 seconds
0-100 mph   12.2 seconds
Standing start ¼ mile  12.8 seconds



1961. Allard dragster. 
First dragster built outside U.S.A.

1967. Allard dragster No.2 
World record holder

1954. Palm Beach Mk.1 
Sydney Allard

1956. Palm Beach Mk.2
London Motor Show

1950. Cadillac Allard J2 
Third at Le Mans

1953. Allard JR 
Driven by Sydney at Le Mans

1949. The Steyr Allard
Hillclimb champion

1934. First Allard Special
Climbing Ben Nevis, Scotland

1952. Winner of Monte Carlo Rally 
Allard P type saloon

Allard history 1928 to the present day



In 1928 Sydney Allard, aged 18, driving his Morgan 3-wheeler, 
competed in his first motor sport event. An overnight motorcycle 
trial. In 1929 he raced at the then famous, banked Brooklands 
track, in a handicap race against motorcycles and won.

Between 1934 and 1939 Sydney Allard designed and built twelve 
‘Allard Specials’, as he called them. His success in the trials 
world with his ‘Allard Specials’ led to requests, often from other 
competitors, to build similar cars for them.

After the war, in 1946, he formed the Allard Motor Company to 
produce Allard cars. Autocar featured an article which opened 
with the words . . .

”The first Allard was produced as a trials special and was so 
outstandingly successful that Allards have now been put into 
limited production” 

In its heyday, over a period of some twelve years, the Allard Motor 
Company manufactured and sold worldwide a little over 1,900 
cars, ranging from the J1 competition specials in 1946, to the 
Palm Beach Mk.11 in 1958.

After manufacture of Allard cars ceased in 1958, Sydney Allard 
followed by his son Alan, continued the Allard Motor business and 
motor sport activities, including racing and rallying Allardettes 
and other modified Fords.

Sydney Allard, amongst his many motorsport interests, introduced 
drag racing to the UK and Europe, building the first true dragster 
in the winter of 1960/61.

Alan Allard took over the dragster driving in 1963, when Sydney 
was involved in running the International Drag Racing Festivals 
and then control of the Allard business when Sydney died in  
April 1966.

The Allard motor business continued, although by that time, 
largely absorbed into the associated Ford Dealership business, 
marketing a wide range of motor accessories and components 
– right up to 2008 when Lloyd Allard (Alan’s son) took over the 
business from Alan.

In 2012 the Allard Sports Car Company was formed, with the aim 
of reviving the Allard car marque. Starting with the manufacture 
of some of the original Allard models, or updated versions.

Plans will be revealed in due course . . .

1958 Allard Palm Beach GT - last of the line.



Building C28, Gloucestershire Science and Technology Park, 
Berkeley Green, Berkeley, Gloucestershire. GL13 9FB. UK
info@allardsportscars.co.uk - www.allardsportscars.co.uk

THE FUTURE
The classic car market has expanded hugely worldwide, with rising values and corresponding 
interest and sales. We believe therefore, that this gives us the opportunity to capitalise on this 
trend and revive the manufacture of Allard cars, even if in a very small number from 2017 onwards.

We have under development a Palm Beach Mk.3 – a car which was discussed and proposed, but 
never built in 1959.

Another high performance car is planned for 2017.

How far and how fast these developments proceed, will depend entirely on the interest and profile 
we can generate for Allard cars.

Contact Alan or Lloyd Allard on 01453 799990 for more information.
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